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ABSTRACT
Laws now in effect require protection of individual privacy in personal information record-keeping systems maintained by the federal government and by several states. These requirements will be extended to the private sphere in the future. It is necessary for their implementation in record-keeping systems to establish a standard sensitivity scale and classification system for personal information. This paper surveys several classification systems that have been discussed in the literature, examines the criteria for setting up such systems, proposes a new sensitivity scale and corresponding classification system, discusses the information integrity and security provisions that should be adequate for each classification level, and examines the problems that arise in assigning sensitivity and classification levels to personal information items, records, and record-keeping systems.

INTRODUCTION
The federal Privacy Act of 1974* and similar laws in several states (Minnesota, Arkansas and Utah) have established certain rights of individuals regarding personal information maintained on them by government agencies, restricted the use and dissemination of personal information, and prescribed requirements for information quality, integrity and security. In particular, the Privacy Act of 1974 states that any agency of the federal government must “maintain all records which are used by the agency in making determinations about an individual with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness and completeness as is reasonably necessary to assure fairness to the individual in the determination,” and must “establish appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to insure the security and confidentiality of records and to protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to their security or integrity which could result in substantial harm, embarrassment, inconveniences or unfairness to any individual on whom information is maintained.” The Act and state privacy laws also note that certain personal information items are available to anyone under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act,* certain other items must be restricted to the agency personnel on a need-to-know basis, and still other items may be withheld even from the individual data subject himself.

The privacy protection laws recognize implicitly that not all items of personal information are equally critical in making a fair determination about an individual, that they are not equally sensitive from the point of view of their dissemination causing harm or embarrassment to an individual, and that the information quality, integrity and security requirements may vary among information items, types of records, and types of record-keeping systems. Even the same information item may be innocuous in one system of records, but very sensitive in another. For example, while a person’s name is usually public information, it becomes sensitive when associated with a system of psychiatric treatment records.

Since most of the personal information record-keeping systems do not contain highly sensitive information, it is not necessary nor would it be economically practical to require absolute quality, integrity and security for all personal information in all record-keeping systems. Rather, following the approach taken in handling sensitive national defense information, a set of information sensitivity categories could be established such that, for each category, the access and dissemination restrictions would be specified and the minimal levels of required information quality, integrity and security would be defined. Thus, the technical questions of assuring quality and integrity, and providing security would be separated from the social policy questions of determining what level of integrity and protection must be provided for a particular type of information in a particular record-keeping system—several sensitivity categories are available and the
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corresponding access control, integrity and security levels are provided by the system, such that any information item can be assigned to the sensitivity category most suitable under the circumstances.

This paper surveys several sensitivity classification systems that have been discussed in the literature, examines the criteria for setting up such systems, and proposes a generalized set of sensitivity categories for personal information in governmental as well as private record-keeping systems.

PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

Several suggestions for classification of personal information have been made in the literature. One of the earliest proposals by Comber defines three categories based on dissemination controls that are applied:

1. **Unclassified**—All data maintained by a public agency not otherwise classified as restricted or confidential.
2. **Restricted**—Data that are not prohibited from full and free disclosure by statute (confidential), but whose unauthorized use could constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.
3. **Confidential**—Data that are prohibited from free and full disclosure by statutory regulation (law).

Comber suggests that among the criteria for classifying personal information as “restricted” should be whether or not the disclosure of data in question would: (1) Facilitate unwarranted identification of individuals, (2) Cause unjust economic loss or public stigma or harassment, and (3) Result in unnecessary loss of property right. The classification decisions would be made on the basis of public policy, laws, legal interpretations, agency specifications and personal needs of individuals. However, the decisions would be expected to vary among record-keeping systems depending on the context in which the data are embedded, the amount of information and its intrinsic nature, the sophistication of the social values of the individuals involved, and the significance of personal attributes in the sub-culture involved. Among the examples of personal information that may be classified as “restricted,” Comber cites political and religious preference, marital history, family attributes, ancestry and names of relatives.

A more detailed information classification system and sensitivity scales have been proposed by the British Computer Society:

1. **Public**—Any personal information that is generally available in a listed form, such as various directories, biographic publications, etc.
2. **Published**—Information that is available but has not been collected, such as court records or hospital admission records. This category differs from “public” information in that if the individual involved does not draw attention to its existence, this information is not generally known.
3. **Confidential**—Information that is not generally available, although it is available and known to the individuals concerned.
4. **Secret**—Information that is not generally available, including the individuals concerned. Information in this category would be collected only under statutory authority or when authorized by the individual involved.

Within these four sensitivity categories there could be a more detailed sensitivity scale, such as illustrated in Table I. The authors of this classification system also point out that sensitivity of personal information varies with the circumstances and ideally each case should be determined according to precedents within the framework of legislation or professional codes of conduct, and that it appears not practicable to define degrees of sensitivity in any rigorous manner.

A very detailed catalog of classification of personal information items on the basis of sensitivity has been developed by Bing from the point of view of Norwegian societal, legal and cultural concepts. The index contains some 400 data elements that are graded on the basis of three sensitivity levels:

1. **Normal aspects (GS1)**—General factual information about an individual’s person, family, housing, property, employment, and other information in public record-keeping systems.
2. **Personal aspects (GS2)**—Intimate, detailed or specific information on an individual that could be used to make a social judgment about him as well as to obtain a detailed picture of his person, health, family, life style and views.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Scale</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Information collected and available, such as telephone books, professional listings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Selected general information (e.g., titles such as Miss, Mrs. or which indicate the marital status)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Public utilities account inquiry systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Public information in schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vehicle licensing systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Financial information (e.g., bank records; medical records)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>More sensitive financial information (e.g., company finances)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Commercial secure information (e.g., trade secrets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Confidential police records (e.g., records used by inquiry agents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Police records relating to convictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Secret information (diplomatic secrets; defense secrets)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the collection of the Computer History Museum (www.computerhistory.org)
3. **Disparaging and defamatory aspects (GS3)**—Information that could be used to form a moral or ethical picture of an individual, as well as information on especially sensitive health conditions or handicaps, ideological views and beliefs, law enforcement information, personal idiosyncracies and habits and evaluations of abilities.

The criteria for categorizing a data element depend, as in other classification systems that have been proposed, on considerations such as the individual and societal values, quantity of information involved, purpose of its collection and use, context and age of the information.

Sensitivity categories have also been proposed for various specialized record-keeping systems. For example, in the guidelines for record-keeping in public schools the following sensitivity categories are proposed:

1. **Category A**—Official administrative records that constitute the minimum personal data on students necessary for the operation of the school (identification, attendance, academic work completed, level of achievement, emergency information).
2. **Category B**—Verified information of clear importance but not absolutely necessary (intelligence, aptitude and achievement test scores; health and family background; teacher and counselor ratings; verified reports of recurrent behavior patterns).
3. **Category C**—Potentially useful information, but not verified or clearly necessary beyond immediate use (legal or clinical findings, personality test results, unverified reports by teachers or counselors).

Specific administrative procedures are proposed for each category regarding access and dissemination, retention and use. For example, it is recommended that unless category C items are verified and, thus, moved into category B, they should not be retained longer than one year without discussing the reasons for this with the student's parents.

Finally, the following set of sensitivity categories has been proposed for criminal justice information systems:

1. **Restricted**—Data that require minimum special security consistent with good security and privacy practices.
2. **Confidential**—Criminal justice information on individuals disseminated to criminal justice agencies, research reports derived from such information, and documentation of the information system itself.
3. **Highly sensitive**—Data that require maximum special security provisions and particularized privacy protection, such as criminal history information accessed by using other than personal identifying characteristics, arrest information without conviction, intelligence information, and computer programs and systems used for processing criminal justice information.

The lowest sensitivity category proposed in this system is “restricted” even though much of criminal justice information is public by statute. This is explained by pointing out that there is still a need to assure the integrity of such information.

**A GENERALIZED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM**

The establishment of a standard classification system for controlling the use, dissemination and protection of personal information in record-keeping systems has the obvious benefit of clarifying for everyone concerned the level of privacy protection that can be expected and must be provided, and the consequences of not doing so. For each category would be specified the requirements for maintaining information quality, integrity and security; information handling and accountability procedures; personnel clearance criteria and procedures; information retention periods and classification criteria and procedures; and penalties for willful violations of these requirements. A framework for such a classification system is outlined below. It is discussed in more detail elsewhere.

A very important consideration in setting up a classification system is the number of categories that are defined. Too many categories may make the use and implementation of the system too cumbersome and costly; too few categories may result in overclassification and excessive privacy protection requirements. Important considerations here are the number of sensitivity levels of personal information and the number of different dissemination restrictions.

**Sensitivity levels**

Personal information becomes sensitive when its uncontrolled dissemination may have adverse effects on the individual concerned and on his activities within his social group, or when it can reveal that the individual does not possess values expected by his family, acquaintances, those making determinations affecting him or the society. Two situations arise: the individual wants to limit circulation of the information, or the information is kept from the individual for "his own good" or the society's good. For example, the information may include an individual's past transgressions, views or associations or, in the second case, it may include results of medical or psychiatric examinations, or information on an ongoing criminal investigation of the individual.

The adverse effects of revealing personal information on an individual to others or, as the case may be, to
himself, may range from a mild annoyance to physical harm or even loss of life. Between these extremes it is possible to define many other levels of adverse effects on the individual’s physical and mental health and well-being, employment, family life, reputation, social life, and values. However, in order to keep the number of sensitivity levels small a scale of six categories is proposed in Table II. Shown are only the primary potential adverse effects of uncontrolled dissemination of information in each category; it is possible for adverse effects to escalate into the higher categories. For example, the release of information that results in a loss of self-respect may further lead to antisocial behavior, loss of employment and serious mental conditions.

**Dissemination categories**

Another consideration in setting up a classification system involves the restrictions that are placed on dissemination of the information by statutes such as the Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information Act, and by procedures adopted by the record-keeping organizations. The following possible recipients of information must be considered:

- The individual to whom the information pertains or those formally representing his interests (guardian, physician, lawyer, accountant). There are two aspects here—knowledge by the individual that a record of information is kept on him, and access to that information.
- Personnel of the record-keeping organization. There are two groups—those who have a specific need to use the information, and other personnel of the organization.
- Organizations with subpoena power, such as courts, grand juries, investigative committees at various levels of government.
- Any member of the general public who requests to see the information.

For each of the above, gaining access to the information is the principal consideration. However, for certain types of information the individual himself may need to be denied knowledge of the existence of a record on him, denied access to the content of the record, or both. For example, the Privacy Act of 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Access granted to users</th>
<th>Subject to subpoena</th>
<th>Access to Public</th>
<th>Examples of information; information sensitivity levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS: Public</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Public</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Limited, Official</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Restricted</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Confidential</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Sensitive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Secret</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
exempts certain testing information from access by the individual, and the existence of certain criminal investigation records may be kept secret from the individual while the investigation is in progress.

Organizations with subpoena power can demand access to any record-keeping system which they consider important for their investigation and which is not provided a privileged status by law. Information that is protected from subpoena includes the U.S. Census data and certain medical and psychiatric records. Other information granted statutory immunity from subpoena in various states includes drug abuse, alcoholism, and venereal disease records; information on victims of sex crimes, adoption proceedings, and illegitimacy records. However, personal information gathered for research purposes in social, behavioral and political sciences areas, and in education and psychology, is not provided with statutory protection against subpoena and, as illustrated by recent cases, the researchers' promises to keep the information confidential often have no substance. Hence, every classification category should also indicate whether or not protection against subpoena is provided.

Based on these considerations, dissemination control categories can range from "public" information which is accessible to anyone to "secret" information which is accessible only to authorized users of the record-keeping organization (the individual concerned neither has access to such information on him nor can he determine whether or not such a record on him exists). Table III depicts a classification system of six categories that should be suitable for personal information record-keeping systems both in government and in private sphere.

Clearly, the classification categories in Table III do not represent all possible combinations of access control restrictions. For example, it is conceivable that access to a particular type of information may be denied to the individual, but it may still be subject to subpoena power. In such cases the present classification system may have to be expanded.

### INTEGRITY AND SECURITY PROVISIONS

Given a set of access control categories such as those defined in Table III, a set of requirements for assuring integrity and security of the information in each category can be specified. However, not every category may need a separate set of specifications. In Table III the categories AS and A are essentially the same, and so are the categories C and D (they differ only in whether or not information in these categories is subject to subpoena power). Thus, three or four levels of integrity and security provisions may be sufficient. In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity level</th>
<th>Potential Adverse Effects on the Individual</th>
<th>Examples of Information Revealed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No appreciable adverse effects</td>
<td>Widely available, common information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Loss of respect in social sphere, loss of friends, loss of privacy and solitude</td>
<td>Remarks made in private; publicly available information not widely disseminated; information on views, preferences, leisure activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Loss of reputation, recognition, social acceptance, self-respect, loyalty, competence</td>
<td>Information on political views, anti-social behavior, evaluative statements by the individual or others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Loss of economic security and opportunities, employment; disruption of family life</td>
<td>Information on medical and psychiatric treatments; sexual deviations; extra-marital affairs; evaluative statements by or about family members; criminal history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Loss of civil rights, imprisonment, serious effects on mental and physical health</td>
<td>Self-reported information on illegal or anti-social behavior; information on medical and mental condition; psychiatric evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Loss of life or physical safety</td>
<td>Information that the individual is an undercover agent for an investigative agency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any computer system there must be implemented a set of "basic" integrity, security and auditing procedures to prevent inadvertent interference of users with each other, accidental modification or destruction of information, and physical damage to the equipment. Such a basic set of requirements should be sufficient for information in categories AS, A, and B (and to the sensitivity categories 0-2 in Table II).

A "medium" level of integrity, security and auditing is needed for information in categories C and D (and in sensitivity levels 3 and 4) since access to this information is limited to authorized users only and this information has a greater potential for adversely affecting the individual. The security and integrity provisions should include marking of the information items and records, and hard copy, either as "Restricted" or "Confidential"; establishing users' accountability for such information; implementing more sophisticated identification, authentication, and authorization procedures; implementing audit logs; and strengthening the basic integrity assurance provisions.

A "high" level of integrity and security assurance would be provided to information in categories E and F (and for sensitivity levels 4 and 5). All files in the computer and all hard copy should be marked as "Sensitive" or "Secret" and stored securely; encryption techniques should be used to protect information in these categories on removable storage media and in communication systems; sharing of the computer system with other computer activity should be limited, the system should be entirely dedicated to the record-keeping system in question, or (especially for sensitivity level 5) the information may have to be kept off-line or even in manual files; there should be full accountability of the users for handling information in these categories; sophisticated audit trails to trace file accesses to users and enhanced integrity control procedures such as change and error detecting codes should be implemented.

The above are only a set of general suggestions of what types of protection and integrity procedures might be used for the various information categories. In practice, the provisions adopted should reflect the specific circumstances of the record-keeping system and a thorough analysis of the security risk exposure of the information as well as a cost-benefit tradeoff. However, the methodology for risk assessment is still in the development phase at the National Bureau of Standards and elsewhere, and the cost of providing integrity and security is also known only in a very rough term.

Classification policies and problems

Given a sensitivity scale and a corresponding classification system it is necessary to establish a set of standard criteria and a standard policy for classifying personal information items, records that contain several information items, and entire systems of records. Certain types of personal information used by the government can be classified directly on the basis of statutes that apply to the record-keeping system or to the information categories involved. For example, all personal information collected as part of the census are automatically "confidential," while property tax records are "public by statute" and psychiatric records are "confidential" or "sensitive." For other information not covered by statutes it may be necessary to first determine its sensitivity level and then to use this for making the classification decision.

One approach to standardize the assignment of sensitivity levels is to generate a handbook where, as suggested by Bing,7 sensitivity levels are assigned to all personal information items that are known to occur in record-keeping systems (e.g., name, date of birth, amount of income, name of the employer, names of acquaintances, leisure time activities, etc.). A less detailed approach that is being considered for implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974 would assign sensitivity levels only to categories of information (e.g., identifiers, physical characteristics, employment history, evaluations, etc.) rather than individual information items and provide a list of these. In both cases there is the problem of deciding what sensitivity level should be assigned. Sensitivity is a highly subjective and context-dependent property of personal information—what one individual may consider very sensitive may be regarded with indifference by many others, and it is likely that there is a large range of sensitivity assessments for every information item. However, it would not be practical to assign the top sensitivity level of this range to each information item. Instead, a reasonable sensitivity level must be determined through the use of surveys and expert opinion.

A traditional approach to classifying a record that contains several information items that have already been classified, or for declassifying an entire record-keeping system, is to assign it to the highest classification found among its elements. Here, too complications may be found. For example, under some circumstances a collection of information items may be more sensitive than any one of the elements. In other record-keeping systems only very few information items may have a higher sensitivity level than the rest of the records and, thus, escalate the classification of the entire record-keeping system. The first case requires the development of an algorithm for increasing the sensitivity level of a record or record-keeping system as a function of the amount, type, sensitivity and uses of its elements. Research on this is yet to be done. The second case could be handled by using special security techniques (e.g., encryption) to reduce the sensitivity level of the information items in question, or by establishing a separate record system for these...
information items. Other problems that must be tackled in assigning sensitivity levels to personal information and making classification decisions include automated classification of records and information derived from existing records, and downgrading of sensitivity levels and classifications as circumstances change.

**Concluding remarks**

Laws now in force require that privacy protection be provided to personal information in record-keeping systems maintained by the federal government, and by state and local governments in three states. Other states are expected to enact similar legislation, and pending in Congress is a bill, H.R. 1984, the Comprehensive Right of Privacy Act, which would extend privacy protection also to record-keeping systems in the private sphere.

It is necessary for effective implementation of these requirements to establish a standard sensitivity classification system for personal information such that for each classification level it is known what integrity and security assurance must be provided, what information handling practices must be followed, and what penalties apply for non-compliance. Information items can then be assigned into appropriate categories on the basis of their potential to adversely affect individual data subjects, and on the basis of access and dissemination limitations that may be required by law. One such classification system and a sensitivity scale is proposed in this paper. Important questions still being researched deal with criteria and policies for determining the sensitivity and classification levels of information items, records and record-keeping systems.
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